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30-Mar-18 Geological Field Trip Jim Martin, John Andreana 
Map Staking Trip March 30 2018 

geophysics· 

prospecting 

stop 1 

stop 2 

Beep Mat conductors dominated, unlike earlier use of BM fall 2017 
only one magnetic location - near rusty metased (pyrrhotite ? ) 

found 2 graphite bearing rock units {marble, rusty metased), confirmed with MNDM Tweed Regional Geologist 
leading to decision to map stake area and area linking on strike with existing claims 

park at corner Quackenbush Road and Matawatchan Rd. Walk in - snow, ice. 
round trip 7 hours , 12 km 

walk Quakenbush Road , past Quakenbush Lake, to where crown starts 

west side of Trapper Lake, off main road to east side 

UTM 18 GPS 

Easting Northing 

335137 4995520 

Beep Mat Conductor 
BM Conductor 

HFR 665 LFR 610 local boulder no sample 
1700 1583 ground no sample 335291 4995225 

stop3 

stop4 

stops 

stop6 

stop 7 

stops 

stop 9 

stop 10 

stop 11 

stop 12 

stop 13 

stop 14 

just to west of trail heading from road NE downslope to Trapper Lake 

circled around the area looking at outcrop, got reading 500+ to south 
but near junked TV antenna ! 

returned to trail, then walked SW to road, followed road to power line 

power line trail 
conductor low numbers, but BM beeping with Conductor light 
marble samples , 50 + m on strike, 7 m wide outcrop 
under a power line tower does this affect BM ? 

conductor low numbers, but BM beeping with Conductor light 
numbers 43 40 

marble - fizz test, got sample #1 
170 m long outcrop- long outcrop - 20 m SE of tower, 150 m NE of tower 

no BM reading granitic? sample# 2 

I graphite found in marble 

335707 4994896 

335778 4994974 

335913 4995069 

just before break for lunch John followed a marblew conductor NE, slightly into bush on north side of power line 
easement, just across from where walking trail on easement goes south off easement 

sample has 1 to 3 % graphite flakes confirmed by P. LeBaron April 5, 2018 in Tweed 
Sam le A graphite follows a light brown band in the marble 

on way back estimated where John found graphite in marble, taking a GPS on trail across 
from estimated location (north side of power line easement) 
then from satellite imagey 17-May-18 

ridge, low conductivity numbers but BM beeping conductor 

ridge, low conductivity numbers but BM beeping conductor 

ridge, rusty meta sed, not much beeping 

ridge, marble, fine specs gr, low conductivity numbers but cond beeping 

low numbers bur=t conductor light and beeping 

12A 

128 

magnetic anomaly 
end 

12C conductor high rusty medased with gr graphite 

(south) 
335801 4994950 
335930 4995100 

336151 4995230 

336196 4995251 

336239 4995216 

336352 4995392 

336466 4995451 

336536 4995509 
336667 4995595 
336619 4995580 

samples in rusty metased with graphite confirmed by P.LeBaron April 5, 2018 in Tweed 

Sample B said similar to samples from Little Bryan in lynndoch 

HF 90 

Conductor 

on trail just before it leaves power line clearing easement heading NW 
we followed trail a little and went into bush to see if can follow on strike - did not 
Need to go bacjk to showing and follow 

MAG -446 

HFR 28 LFR 18 

HF up to MAG 
100 -150 

beeping conductor 

no UTM no UTM 

336628 4995608 

Peter LeBaron 
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